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Beam background sources at SuperKEKB

I. Scattered beam particles

1. Touschek scattering.

2. Beam-gas scattering.

II. Physics processes

1. Radiative Bhabha process.

2. Two-photon process.

III. Synchrotron radiation.

IV. Injection background.

Intra-bunch scattering (enhanced due to the nano-beam scheme)
EM showers

E
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Coulomb & Bremsstrahlung scattering (gas pressure dependent)
EM showers

∝I∙P  

E
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EM showers, low energy γ-rays & neutrons (via giant photo-nuclear 
resonance mechanism) γ

γ

E

E

∝L  

Multiple hits in the PXD

Mainly from HER. Photons are emitted inside the upstream 
final-focusing system hit IP beryllium beam pipe and reach PXD/SVD ∝E2 B2  

Perturbed injected bunch makes contribution to the detector background 
for a few milliseconds after the injection.

f+

f− ∝L  

The performance of SuperKEKB gives 40 times higher luminosity than KEKB with twice the beam currents and 20 times smaller beta 
functions at the IP. This implies higher beam-induced background in the Belle II detector. 
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Beam background mitigation

I. Scattered beam particles

1. Touschek scattering.

2. Beam-gas scattering.

II. Physics processes

1. Radiative Bhabha process.

2. Two-photon process.

III. Synchrotron radiation.

IV. Injection background.

Intra-bunch scattering (enhanced due to the nano-beam scheme)
EM showers

Coulomb & Bremsstrahlung scattering (gas pressure dependent)
EM showers

EM showers, low energy γ-rays & neutrons (via giant photo-nuclear 
resonance mechanism)

Multiple hits in the PXD

Mainly from HER. Photons are emitted inside the upstream 
final-focusing system hit IP beryllium beam pipe and reach PXD/SVD

Perturbed injected bunch makes contribution to the detector background 
for a few milliseconds after the injection.

Vert. & Hor. Collimators
To stop off-momentum 

particles

Heavy-metal shield 
outside the IR beam pipe

To protect the detector 
from EM showers

Neutron shield (steel and polyethylene)

Beryllium beam pipe is coated with a gold layer. Specific beam pipe 
(ridge surface) is designed to avoid direct SR hits at the detector.

Damping ring for positrons to reduce the emittance. Injection trigger 
veto to avoid PXD readout bandwidth saturation.

Subject of the talk

Position optimization is required

Al mockup of the 
ridge surface
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SuperKEKB collimation system

D06V1
(Since Jan 2020)

HER ( e- ) LER ( e+ )

LER → 10 collimators:
- 7 horizontal: D06{H1,H3}

D03H1
D02H1
D02{H2,H3,H4}

- 3 vertical: D06{V1,V2}
D02V1

HER → 20 collimators:
- 11 horizontal: D01{H3,H4, H5}

D12{H1,H2,H3,H4}
D09{H1,H2,H3,H4}

- 9 vertical: D01V1
D12{V1,V2,V3,V4}
D09{V1,V2,V3,V4}

Two-sides

Two-sides

Two-sides

One-side

One-side

Two-sides collimator
SuperKEKB type

One-side collimator
KEKB type

Interaction region

Have to be optim
ized
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Beam background simulation tools

Strategic Accelerator Design (SAD) 
is a computer program complex for 
accelerator design. It has been developed in 
KEK since 1986 [2].

[1] Accelerator design at SuperKEKB, https://academic.oup.com/ptep/article/2013/3/03A011/1556583
[2] SAD home page, http://acc-physics.kek.jp/SAD/
[3] A brief Introduction of SAD, https://conference-indico.kek.jp/indico/event/75/contribution/0/material/slides/0.pdf

Functionality:
● Design of accelerator beams
● Optics calculation & matching
● Emittance calculation
● 6D full symplectic tracking of macroparticles
● Mathematica-like scripting language

etc ... [3]
Adopted from H.Nakayama, CEPC workshop Nov. 19th, 2019, IHEP, https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/9960/session/17/contribution/127/material/slides/0.pdf

Subject of the talk
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SAD simulation

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
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SAD simulation

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
2. Generate a set of randomly distributed particles at each SP scattered by one of the process 

(Touschek, beam-gas).

6DY

X
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SAD simulation

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
2. Generate a set of randomly distributed particles at each SP scattered by one of the process 

(Touschek, beam-gas).
3. Track particles (1000 turns) through the machine lattice/optics recording initial/scattered and 

final/lost coordinates (including scattering process weights).

6DY

X
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SAD simulation

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
2. Generate a set of randomly distributed particles at each SP scattered by one of the process 

(Touschek, beam-gas).
3. Track particles (1000 turns) through the machine lattice/optics recording initial/scattered and 

final/lost coordinates (including scattering process weights).
4. Analize SAD out file and produce ROOT file as an input for further Geant4 detector simulation.

6DY

X

Root Tree inside each output file:

→ Initial coordinates:
● S position along the ring

→ Final coordinates:
● S position along the ring
● 6D coordinates (X,Px/P0,Y,Py/P0,Z,dP)
● Energy
● Loss rate
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SAD simulation. Collimators optimization (Classical approach)

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
2. Generate a set of randomly distributed particles at each SP scattered by one of the process 

(Touschek, beam-gas).
3. Track particles (1000 turns) through the machine lattice/optics recording initial/scattered and 

final/lost coordinates (including scattering process weights).
4. Analize SAD out file and produce ROOT file as an input for further Geant4 detector simulation.

Collimation system optimization strategy:

● Starting point: all collimators fully open.
● Close one collimator at a time, in steps, and observe the changes in background level and beam lifetime.
● Find the optimal collimators aperture: reduction in IR losses keeping beam lifetime (almost) unchanged.
● Run another simulation (Steps 1-4) using optimized collimator apertures and observe the overall effect.
● Use the optimized configuration as a starting point for a second iteration of the same procedure.

Adopted from A.Paladino, “Machine induced background study and simulation 
optimization during the commissioning run of the SuperKEKB accelerator”, PhD 
school in Accelerator Physics
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SAD simulation. Collimators optimization (Classical approach)

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
2. Generate a set of randomly distributed particles at each SP scattered by one of the process 

(Touschek, beam-gas).
3. Track particles (1000 turns) through the machine lattice/optics recording initial/scattered and 

final/lost coordinates (including scattering process weights).
4. Analize SAD out file and produce ROOT file as an input for further Geant4 detector simulation.

Collimation system optimization strategy:

● Starting point: all collimators fully open.
● Close one collimator at a time, in steps, and observe the changes in background level and beam lifetime.
● Find the optimal collimators aperture: reduction in IR losses keeping beam lifetime (almost) unchanged.
● Run another simulation (Steps 1-4) using optimized collimator apertures and observe the overall effect.
● Use the optimized configuration as a starting point for a second iteration of the same procedure.

Adopted from A.Paladino, “Machine induced background study and simulation 
optimization during the commissioning run of the SuperKEKB accelerator”, PhD 
school in Accelerator Physics

One point simulation takes about
10 hours for 250 particles/SP

→ days/weeks to find the optimal 
configuration of the collimators
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SAD simulation. Collimators optimization (Classical approach)

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
2. Generate a set of randomly distributed particles at each SP scattered by one of the process 

(Touschek, beam-gas).
3. Track particles (1000 turns) through the machine lattice/optics recording initial/scattered and 

final/lost coordinates (including scattering process weights).
4. Analize SAD out file and produce ROOT file as an input for further Geant4 detector simulation.

Collimation system optimization strategy:

● Starting point: all collimators fully open.
● Close one collimator at a time, in steps, and observe the changes in background level and beam lifetime.
● Find the optimal collimators aperture: reduction in IR losses keeping beam lifetime (almost) unchanged.
● Run another simulation (Steps 1-4) using optimized collimator apertures and observe the overall effect.
● Use the optimized configuration as a starting point for a second iteration of the same procedure.

Adopted from A.Paladino, “Machine induced background study and simulation 
optimization during the commissioning run of the SuperKEKB accelerator”, PhD 
school in Accelerator Physics

One point simulation takes about
10 hours for 250 particles/SP

→ days/weeks to find the optimal 
configuration of the collimators

Has to be improved
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SAD simulation. Collimators optimization (Improved approach)

1. Split each ring in a set of scattering positions (SP, about 500 for each ring).
2. Generate a set of randomly distributed particles at each SP scattered by one of the process 

(Touschek, beam-gas).
3. Track particles (1000 turns) through the machine lattice/optics recording initial/scattered and 

final/lost coordinates (including scattering process weights).
4. Analize SAD out file and produce ROOT file as an input for further Geant4 detector simulation.

What if we will store all particles history at each collimator during the tracking for 
fully open collimators and then perform the optimisation in an “offline” regime.

+ for each machine turn

SAD → SAD++ (SAD + ROOT + C/C++)
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→ Initial coordinates:
● S position along the ring
● 6D coordinates (X,Px/P0,Y,Py/P0,Z,dP)

→ Intermediate coordinates:
Turn 1:

● S position along the ring
● 6D coordinates (X,Px/P0,Y,Py/P0,Z,dP)

Turn 2:
● S position along the ring
● 6D coordinates (X,Px/P0,Y,Py/P0,Z,dP)

…
Turn 1000:

● S position along the ring
● 6D coordinates (X,Px/P0,Y,Py/P0,Z,dP)

→ Final coordinates:
● S position along the ring
● 6D coordinates (X,Px/P0,Y,Py/P0,Z,dP)
● Loss rate

SAD++ collimators optimization algorithm
Collimator1 Collimator2 Collimator20...

Set of different collimator masks

 [m
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]
[M

Hz
]

 [m
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]
[M

Hz
]

Optimal aperture
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SAD++ benchmark (1)

Classical SAD particle 
tracking:

Initial/Final
6D coordinates

Improved SAD 
particle 

tracking:

Initial/Final
+ Collimator

6D coordinates

SAD++ framework

BG production for Geant4 Collimators optimization
LER HER

Scattering 
process

IR losses 
[MHz]

135.18
135.87 ± 3.94

7.60
8.14 ± 1.62

Coulomb
Lifetime 

[min]
84.84
86.03 ± 1.95

87.80
88.96 ± 2.85

IR losses 
[MHz]

0.79
0.76 ± 0.04

2.55
2.42 ± 0.08

Bremsstrahlung
Lifetime 

[min]
2853.87
2854.47 ± 5.87

2650.55
2655.19 ± 7.05

IR losses 
[MHz]

56.71
58.59 ± 5.59

33.74
35.06 ± 1.87

Touschek
Lifetime 

[min]
13.75
13.76 ± 0.16

57.82
57.96 ± 1.05 SAD : Antonio  [12500 part./scat. point]

SAD++ : Andrii     [12500 part./scat. point]

Machine parameter LER HER

Beam current [A] 1.2 1.0
N. of bunches 1576 1576
Bunch current [mA] 0.761 0.635
Vertical beam size [μm] 38 36
Emittance ratio 0.01 0.01
Pressure [nTorr] 1 1

Collimators configuration for 2019/12/07

BG production for Geant4 part

16 hours per cluster job
50 jobs for each scattering process
250 particles/scat.point
→ 12’500 particles/scat.point in total

Classical SAD particle 
tracking:

Initial/Final
6D coordinates

SAD framework
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SAD++ benchmark (2)

Classical SAD particle 
tracking:

Initial/Final
6D coordinates

Improved SAD 
particle 

tracking:

Initial/Final
+ Collimator

6D coordinates

SAD++ framework

BG production for Geant4 Collimators optimizationCollimators optimization part
vs

BG production for G4 part

Simulated loss rate at the IR as a function of number of generated particles per 
each scattering point. 

SAD++ is 2 times slower due to particle history storing
∼1 GB of data in ASCII format per single particle
∼100 MB of data in ROOT format per single particle

< 0.3% of difference for the same random generator 
seed (same particle distributions and machine errors)
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SAD++ benefits & features

Collimators optimization
For 3x12’500 part./scat.point

SAD SAD++

CPU time:    days/weeks        hours

Disk space:     ∼10 GB     ∼1000 GB

Possible studies

SAD SAD++

Complex beam pipe 
geometry implementation:

Tip-scattering issue:

Azimuth collimator 
position optimization:
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IR Losses = < IR Losses > +/- 1.96*StandardError
Lifetime = < Lifetime > +/- 1.96*StandardError

StandardError = StandardDeviation/Sqrt(number of jobs)
1.96 → 95% confidence interval

Errors calculation method results in a correct SAD results representation and meaning.

1. Run 50 jobs.
2. Plot IR losses and Lifetime.
3. Extract Standard Deviation of each distribution.
4. Calculate Standard Error.

Multiple LSF jobs with SAD simulation better covers variation of machine errors.

1000 jobs
1 part./scat

1 job
1000 part./scat 1000 jobs

1 part./scat

1 job
1000 part./scat

The total number of simulated 
particles and scattering 

distributions.
Machine errors

SAD  [12500 part./scat. point]
SAD++ [12500 part./scat. point]

Machine parameter LER HER

Beam current [A] 1.2 1.0
N. of bunches 1576 1576
Bunch current [mA] 0.761 0.635
Emittance ratio 0.01 0.01
Pressure [nTorr] 1 1

SAD++ errors calculation & simulation results consistency

Coulomb scattering (LER)
Life-time = 84.84 [min]
Life-time = 86.03 ± 1.95 [min]
IR loss = 135.18 [MHz]
IR loss = 135.87 ± 3.94 [MHz]

IR losses [MHz] Lifetime [min]

Collimators configuration for 2019/12/07
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Simulation results of the collimator transverse kick factor
Private communication with Takuya Ishibashi <takuya.ishibashi@kek.jp>
    - D01V1, D01H3, D01H4 and D01H5 collimators have “f80x220A" (standard cross section in HER beam pipes with antechambers).
    - D02H4 collimator has “f90"  (circular cross section in LER beam pipes).
    - D02H1, D02H2, D02H3, D02V1, D03H1, D06V2, D06V1, D06H1 and D06H3 have “f90x220A" (standard cross section in LER beam pipes with antechambers).
    - “kb” in the csv file names refers to the simulation results for the KEKB-type collimators in HER arc sections.

GdfidL simulation*
*The GdfidL Electromagnetic Field simulator
http://www.gdfidl.de

Y = p0∙X
p1Y = p0 + p1∙X

p2
Kick factor [theory]:

α
A

A

A-A

dc

An upper limit of the bunch current due to the Transverse Mode Coupling 
Instabilities (TMCI) [1]:

HER:
Ithresh

THEOR (Y)   =   1.351 [mA]
Ithresh

SIM (Y)   =   1.432 [mA]

LER (+D06V1):
Ithresh

THEOR (Y)   =   0.860 [mA]
Ithresh

SIM (Y)   =   1.756 [mA]
> Ib = 0.758 [mA]

> Ib = 0.632 [mA]
The actual collimator configuration 
satisfies TMCI requirement 
(including D06V1 optimal 
position). There is a headroom for 
collimators optimization.

Simulated kick factors of horizontal collimators do 
not follow strictly the (d -3/2) rule. Expert comment:

● the effect of the impedance reduction by placing the 
jaw in the antechamber.

● the actual collimators in SuperKEKB have very 
complex structures compared with a simple slope 
theoretical structure of the collimators.

Beam instabilities studies

[1] A.W. Chao & M.Tinger, Handbook of Accelerator Physics and Engineering
20
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December 7th, 2019 collimator mask configuration
βY*=1mm, βX*=60/80mm HER/LER

LERHER

rX = 10.5     [mm]
βX   = 23.318 [m]
s     = -1.09 [m]

rY = 13.5       [mm]
βY   = 806.042 [m]
s     = -1.01 [m]

rX = 40.0        [mm]
βX   = 502.497 [m]
s     = 3.15 [m]

rY = 13.5       [mm]
βY   = 1307.65 [m]
s     = 1.16 [m]

Minimum (r/β0.5) 
of the pipe in the IR 

Upper limit on the collimator half width: d should be small enough to shield the particles that may reach the IR

Limit from the Transverse Mode Coupling Instability (TMCI)

Collimator half-width constraints
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Coulomb scattering 

Average pressure 1nTorr:
IR losses = 127.36 [MHz] (Stat. = 3630)
Lifetime   =   91.13 [min] (Stat. = 206405)

With CCG:
IR losses = 71.83  [MHz] (Stat. = 3630)
Lifetime   = 91.94  [min] (Stat. = 206405)

With CCG + D06V1 (±2.6 mm):
IR losses = 28.46 [MHz] (Stat. = 3115)
Lifetime   = 91.73 [min] (Stat. = 206412)

Bremsstrahlung

Average pressure 1nTorr:
IR losses =       0.74 [MHz] (Stat. = 589)
Lifetime   = 2867.59 [min] (Stat. = 225837)

With CCG:
IR losses =       2.67 [MHz] (Stat. = 589)
Lifetime   = 3145.77 [min] (Stat. = 225837)

With CCG + D06V1 (±2.6 mm):
IR losses =       2.67 [MHz] (Stat. = 589)
Lifetime   = 3145.77 [min] (Stat. = 225837)

Touschek effect

Average pressure 1nTorr:
IR losses = 55.22 [MHz] (Stat. = 825)
Lifetime   = 12.84 [min] (Stat. = 196510)

With CCG:
IR losses = 55.22 [MHz] (Stat. = 825)
Lifetime   = 12.84 [min] (Stat. = 196510)

With CCG + D06V1 (±2.6 mm):
IR losses = 27.76 [MHz] (Stat. = 808)
Lifetime   = 12.84 [min] (Stat. = 196510)

LER
I = 797 mA ; Nb = 1576 ; Ib = 0.506 mA ; βY* = 1 mm ; βX* = 80 mm ; 

εY/εX = 1% ; PBUNCH = 31606916244

Coulomb scattering 

Average pressure 1nTorr:
IR losses =   8.62 [MHz] (Stat. = 1868)
Lifetime   = 97.39 [min] (Stat. = 225904)

With CCG:
IR losses =     1.18 [MHz] (Stat. = 1868)
Lifetime   = 297.96 [min] (Stat. = 225904)

Bremsstrahlung

Average pressure 1nTorr:
IR losses =       2.80 [MHz] (Stat. = 2699)
Lifetime   = 2636.18 [min] (Stat. = 237228)

With CCG:
IR losses =       0.46 [MHz] (Stat. = 2699)
Lifetime   = 7941.25 [min] (Stat. = 237228)

Touschek effect

Average pressure 1nTorr:
IR losses = 34.75 [MHz] (Stat. = 1591)
Lifetime   = 57.74 [min] (Stat. = 224429)

With CCG:
IR losses = 34.75 [MHz] (Stat. = 1591)
Lifetime   = 57.74 [min] (Stat. = 224429)

HER
I = 597 mA ; Nb = 1576 ; Ib = 0.379 mA ; βY* = 1 mm ; βX* = 60 mm ; 

εY/εX = 1% ; PBUNCH = 23675444162

CCG gas pressure implementation
Pr

es
su

re
 [1

0-8
 P

a]
Pr

es
su

re
 [1

0-8
 P

a]

Position along the ring [m]

Position along the ring [m]

IP

IP
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2019/12/4 - 2019/12/12:

LER: β*
X/Y = 80/1 mm

HER: β*
X/Y = 60/1 mm

CCGREF

CCG gas pressure pattern

CCGREF

Can we use a given CCG pattern to predict gas 
pressure for any beam current ?
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From the measured CCG pressure for a given beam current calculate an average gas pressure value.

Exponential fit → f(x) = exp(par[0]+par[1]*x)
Par[0] = 6.39808e-01 +/- 1.00504e-01
Par[1] = 1.73747e-03 +/- 2.01236e-04
Chi2/ndf = 0.155989

Linear fit → f(x) = par[0]+par[1]*x
Par[0] = 7.78825e-01 +/- 4.26750e-01 
Par[1] = 7.79795e-03 +/- 1.01129e-03
Chi2/ndf = 0.185073

Exponential fit → f(x) = exp(par[0]+par[1]*x)
Par[0] =-7.08061e-03 +/- 4.43238e-02
Par[1] = 7.44361e-04 +/-  1.41736e-04
Chi2/ndf = 0.0864327

Linear fit → f(x) = par[0]+par[1]*x
Par[0] = 9.62935e-01 +/- 5.46412e-02 
Par[1] = 9.43125e-04  +/- 1.86005e-04
Chi2/ndf = 0.0888901

Average CCG pressure behaviour
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 [1
0-8

 P
a]

S [m] Pressure difference [10-8 Pa]

measured CCG value (I = 246 [mA])

reconstructed CCG value for the Lin. fit
From CCGREF (I = 796 [mA])

Difference between measured and 
reconstructed CCG values

Measured CCG > 1.01 [10-8 Pa]

Validation of the concept
CC

G 
Pr

es
su

re
 [1

0-8
 P

a]

S [m] Pressure difference [10-8 Pa]

measured CCG value (I = 234 [mA])

reconstructed CCG value for the Lin. fit
From CCGREF (I = 597 [mA])

Difference between measured and 
reconstructed CCG values

Measured CCG > 1.01 [10-8 Pa]

LER

HER
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SAD++:
● We have improved a computational time for the collimation system optimization: days/weeks → hours.
● The framework allow us to study in details particle distribution and evolution turn per turn.
●  A simple user manual about how to run SAD++ (including BG sample production and collimators optimization) is almost ready.

New LER vertical collimator:
● Can reduce IR losses by factor 2-3 of the Coulomb and Touschek scattered particles.

CCG pressure:
● Implementation of the CCG pressure makes one step closer to the simulation of the realistic beam losses.
● So far the measured pressure value exists only for a maximum of 0.8 and 0.6 mA LER and HER currents respectively.
● The limitation of the CCG value (10-8 Pa) does not allow to measure the baseline (0 mA) pressure.
● An optimized new vertical collimator configuration leads to the significant reduction of the IR losses (factor 2-3).
● We can use CCG pattern of the measured pressure distribution for different beam currents just rescaling respectively the value of the pressure.

Future plans:
● To study correctly the CDC hot spots we have to combine SAD++ and Geant4 simulations in order to enhance lost articles which create these hot spots:

1. SAD++: generate a lost particle sample;
2. Geant4: propagate lost particles from the beam pipe through Belle II;
3. Analysis: reconstract tracks from the Monte-Carlo. Define tracks (lost particles) which create the hot spots;
4. SAD++: define scattering position of the lost particles which are related to the hot spots.

Conclusions and prospects
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Backup slides
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Added a new vertical collimator D06V1

Machine parameter LER HER

Beam current [A] 1.2 1.0
N. of bunches 1576 1576
Bunch current [mA] 0.761 0.635
εY/εX [%] 1 1
βX/Y

* [mm] 80/1 60/1
Pressure [nTorr] 1 1

2019-2020 winter shutdown upgrade of the LER ring collimation system
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Coulomb scattering
Touschek effect
Bremsstrahlung

A real collimator mask for LER (a new collimator D06V1 scan)
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Actual coll. Mask + D06V1

NAME D1[m] D2[m]
PMD06H1  -0.0095 0.0095
PMD06H3  -0.0093 0.0092
PMD03H1 -0.0126 0.0124
PMD02H1 -0.0080 0.0080
PMD02H2 -0.0105 0.0105
PMD02H3 -0.0150 0.0150
PMD02H4 -0.0086 0.0094

PMD06V1  -0.0026 0.0026
PMD06V2 -0.0016 0.0018
PMD02V1 -0.0014 0.0014

LER

Actual coll. 
mask

Actual coll. 
mask + D06V1

Coulomb 
scattering

142.13 ± 1.51 63.12 ± 0.63 IR losses [MHz]

80.28 ± 0.68 80.20 ± 0.68 Lifetime [min]

Bremsstrahlung
0.75 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.01 IR losses [MHz]

2858.54 ± 2.32 2858.54 ± 2.32 Lifetime [min]

Touschek effect
47.92 ± 1.57 16.02 ± 1.04 IR losses [MHz]

13.75 ± 0.02 13.75 ± 0.02 Lifetime [min]

New LER vertical collimator optimization
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Coulomb scattering
IR Loss [MHz] = 142.126 ± 1.513430 (Stat. = 3663)
Lifetime [min]  = 80.2842 ± 0.680188 (Stat. = 205684)

Losses at collimators [MHz]:
PMD06H1 77.4867 ± 0.242867 (Stat. = 19844)
PMD06H3 59.3733 ± 0.173716 (Stat. = 16537)
PMD03H1 16.7305 ± 0.059684 (Stat. = 9109)
PMD02H1 44.8710 ± 0.160568 (Stat. = 13086)
PMD02H2 25.0401 ± 0.210113 (Stat. = 1893)
PMD02H3 7.79853 ± 0.095230 (Stat. = 850)
PMD02H4 4.36426 ± 0.050345 (Stat. = 1357)

PMD06V1 26.8551 ± 0.143276 (Stat. = 7321)
PMD06V2 12772.7 ± 176.9050 (Stat. = 48194)
PMD02V1 2823.06 ± 12.57500 (Stat. = 29088)

Bremsstrahlung
IR Loss [MHz] = 0.747507 ± 0.01318 (Stat. = 553)
Lifetime [min]  = 2858.540 ± 2.32348 (Stat. = 225690)

Losses at collimators [MHz]:
PMD06H1 47.3862 ± 0.178351 (Stat. = 2084)
PMD06H3 26.0901 ± 0.150779 (Stat. = 746)
PMD03H1 29.4097 ± 0.133005 (Stat. = 1318)
PMD02H1 6.64525 ± 0.055111 (Stat. = 544)
PMD02H2 11.9619 ± 0.092362 (Stat. = 530)
PMD02H3 9.58878 ± 0.085789 (Stat. = 358)
PMD02H4 2.73220 ± 0.043535 (Stat. = 178)

PMD06V1 0.00463 ± 0.000154 (Stat. = 18)
PMD06V2 0.96667 ± 0.032786 (Stat. = 98)
PMD02V1 0.57309 ± 0.006787 (Stat. = 251)

Touschek effect
IR Loss [MHz] = 47.9241 ± 1.56655 (Stat. = 796)
Lifetime [min]  = 13.7503 ± 0.01996 (Stat. = 196918)

Losses at collimators [MHz]:
PMD06H1 32249.3 ± 77.3013 (Stat. = 22751)
PMD06H3 21389.6 ± 64.8093 (Stat. = 6041)
PMD03H1 12283.5 ± 46.6785 (Stat. = 11080)
PMD02H1 1551.79 ± 7.90368 (Stat. = 2648)
PMD02H2 10657.5 ± 54.8008 (Stat. = 4609)
PMD02H3 7178.66 ± 36.0981 (Stat. = 2547)
PMD02H4 381.633 ± 5.87055 (Stat. = 839)

PMD06V1 0 ± 0  (Stat. = 0)
PMD06V2 1589.14 ± 27.0753 (Stat. = 137)
PMD02V1 36.2503 ± 1.67838 (Stat. = 364)

A real collimator mask for LER (a new collimator D06V1 is open)
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Coulomb scattering
IR Loss [MHz] = 63.1202 ± 0.627498 (Stat. = 3126)
Lifetime [min]  = 80.1950 ± 0.678578 (Stat. = 205697)

Losses at collimators [MHz]:
PMD06H1 77.2386 ± 0.242621 (Stat. = 19827)
PMD06H3 59.3733 ± 0.173716 (Stat. = 16537)
PMD03H1 16.1003 ± 0.058392 (Stat. = 8913)
PMD02H1 43.2889 ± 0.159305 (Stat. = 12716)
PMD02H2 23.7754 ± 0.205267 (Stat. = 1795)
PMD02H3 7.75378 ± 0.095186 (Stat. = 843)
PMD02H4 4.36426 ± 0.050345 (Stat. = 1357)

PMD06V1 8350.95 ± 152.163 (Stat. = 44874)
PMD06V2 5998.39 ± 90.8393 (Stat. = 18992)
PMD02V1 1375.64 ± 7.20741 (Stat. = 22119)

Bremsstrahlung
IR Loss [MHz] = 0.747507 ± 0.01318 (Stat. = 553)
Lifetime [min]  = 2858.540 ± 2.32348 (Stat. = 225690)

Losses at collimators [MHz]:
PMD06H1 47.3862 ± 0.1783510 (Stat. = 2084)
PMD06H3 26.0901 ± 0.1507790 (Stat. = 746)
PMD03H1 29.4097 ± 0.1330050 (Stat. = 1318)
PMD02H1 6.64525 ± 0.0551112 (Stat. = 544)
PMD02H2 11.9619 ± 0.0923616 (Stat. = 530)
PMD02H3 9.58878 ± 0.0857890 (Stat. = 358)
PMD02H4 2.73220 ± 0.0435351 (Stat. = 178)

PMD06V1 0.0709694 ± 0.0044864 (Stat. = 68)
PMD06V2 0.9357500 ± 0.0326401 (Stat. = 96)
PMD02V1 0.5502060 ± 0.0059650 (Stat. = 250)

Touschek effect
IR Loss [MHz] = 16.0166 ± 1.0372 (Stat. = 773)
Lifetime [min]  = 13.7503 ± 0.0200 (Stat. = 196918)

Losses at collimators [MHz]:
PMD06H1 32249.3 ± 77.3013 (Stat. = 22751)
PMD06H3 21389.6 ± 64.8093 (Stat. = 6041)
PMD03H1 12283.5 ± 46.6785 (Stat. = 11080)
PMD02H1 1551.79 ± 7.90368 (Stat. = 2648)
PMD02H2 10657.5 ± 54.8008 (Stat. = 4609)
PMD02H3 7178.66 ± 36.0981 (Stat. = 2547)
PMD02H4 381.633 ± 5.87055 (Stat. = 839)

PMD06V1 168.407 ± 4.50207 (Stat. = 67)
PMD06V2 1481.64 ± 26.7631 (Stat. = 106)
PMD02V1 7.24550 ± 0.85676 (Stat. = 351)

*w.r.t. the full open configuration of the D06V1 coll.

● Significantly reduced losses at D06V2 & D02V1

● IR losses reduction by a factor of 2−3 (C & T)

Decreased losses

Increased losses

A real collimator mask for LER (a new collimator D06V1 is closed)
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-- the 1st CCG (s = 11.83 m)
-- Exponential fit of the data points
-- all others CCGs

-- the 1st CCG (s = 4.1 m)
-- Exponential fit of the data points
-- all others CCGs
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Exponential fit → An exponential with 2 parameters: f(x) = exp(par[0]+par[1]*x)
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Yet another method of the CCG e rapolation
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S [m]

S [m]

Pressure difference [10-8 Pa]

Pressure difference [10-8 Pa]

measured CCG value

reconstructed CCG value

Difference between measured and 
reconstructed CCG values

Difference between measured and 
reconstructed CCG values

Measured CCG > 1.01 [10-8 Pa]

Measured CCG > 1.01 [10-8 Pa]

Validation of the concept
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CCG pressure e rapolation quality
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CCG pressure prediction
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